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Abstract

Closed-set 3D perception models trained on only a pre-
defined set of object categories can be inadequate for safety
critical applications such as autonomous driving where new
object types can be encountered after deployment. In this
paper, we present a multi-modal auto labeling pipeline ca-
pable of generating amodal 3D bounding boxes and track-
lets for training models on open-set categories without 3D
human labels. Our pipeline exploits motion cues inherent in
point cloud sequences in combination with the freely avail-
able 2D image-text pairs to identify and track all traffic par-
ticipants. Compared to the recent studies in this domain,
which can only provide class-agnostic auto labels limited
to moving objects, our method can handle both static and
moving objects in the unsupervised manner and is able to
output open-vocabulary semantic labels thanks to the pro-
posed vision-language knowledge distillation. Experiments
on the Waymo Open Dataset show that our approach out-
performs the prior work by significant margins on various
unsupervised 3D perception tasks.

1. Introduction
In autonomous driving, most existing 3D detection mod-

els [62, 22, 42] have been developed with the prior assump-
tion that all possible categories of interest should be known
and annotated during training. While significant progress
has been made in this supervised closed-set setting, these
methods still struggle to fully address the safety concerns
that arise in high-stakes applications. Specifically, in the
dynamic real-world environment, it is unacceptable for au-
tonomous vehicles to fail to handle a category that is not
present in the training data. To address this safety concern,
a recent development by Najibi et al. [35] proposed an unsu-
pervised auto labeling pipeline that uses motion cues from
point cloud sequences to localize 3D objects. However, by
design, this method does not localize static objects which
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Figure 1. An illustration of three interesting urban scene examples
of open-vocabulary perception. Left: our method can faithfully de-
tect objects based on user-provided text queries during inference,
without the need for 3D human supervision. Red points are points
matched with the text queries. Right: camera images for readers’
reference. Note that the inference process solely relies on LiDAR
points and does not require camera images.

constitute a significant portion of traffic participants. More-
over, it only models the problem in a class-agnostic way
and fails to provide semantic labels for scene understand-
ing. This is suboptimal as semantic information is essen-
tial for downstream tasks such as motion planning, where
category-specific safety protocols are deliberately added to
navigate through various traffic participants.

Recently, models trained with large-scale image-text
datasets have demonstrated robust flexibility and general-
ization capabilities for open-vocabulary image-based classi-
fication [38, 19, 33], detection [20, 12, 24, 59] and semantic
segmentation [23, 11] tasks. Yet, open-vocabulary recogni-
tion in the 3D domain [9, 15, 40] is in its early stages. In
the context of autonomous driving it is even more underex-
plored. In this work, we fill this gap by leveraging a pre-
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trained vision-language model to realize open-vocabulary
3D perception in the wild.

We propose a novel paradigm of Unsupervised 3D
Perception with 2D Vision-Language distillation (UP-VL).
Specifically, by incorporating a pre-trained vision-language
model, UP-VL can generate auto labels with substantially
higher quality for objects in arbitrary motion states, com-
pared to the latest work by Najibi et al. [35].

With our auto labels, we propose to co-train a 3D ob-
ject detector with a knowledge distillation task, which can
achieve two goals simultaneously, i.e. improving detection
quality and transferring semantic features from 2D image
pixels to 3D LiDAR points. The perception model there-
fore is capable of detecting all traffic participants and thanks
to the distilled open-vocabulary features, we can flexibly
query the detector’s output embedding with text prompts,
for preserving specific types of objects at inference time
(see Figure 1 for some examples).

We summarize the contributions of UP-VL as follows:

• UP-VL achieves state-of-the-art performance on un-
supervised 3D perception (detection and tracking) of
moving objects for autonomous driving.

• UP-VL introduces semantic-aware unsupervised de-
tection for objects in any motion state, a first in the
field of autonomous driving. This breakthrough elimi-
nates the information bottleneck that has plagued pre-
vious work [35], where class-agnostic auto labels were
used, covering only moving objects with a speed above
a predetermined threshold.

• UP-VL enables 3D open-vocabulary detection of novel
objects in the wild, with queries specified by users
at inference time, therefore removing the need to re-
collect data or re-train models.

2. Related works
Vision-language training. Contrastive vision language
training on billions of image-text training pairs resulted in
impressive improvements in the tasks of open-set and zero-
shot image classification and language related applications
[38, 19, 57]. More recently, open-set object localization in
2D images has been shown to benefit from such abundant
image-text data as well. Specifically, [20, 12, 24, 59, 60, 32]
used image-text training to improve the open-set capa-
bility of 2D object detectors and [23, 11] explored the
use of large-scale scene-level vision-language data for the
task of open-set 2D semantic segmentation. Recent re-
search [30, 21, 50, 13, 17] has begun to explore the appli-
cation of 2D vision-language pre-training in 3D perception
tasks. However, these studies focused on static indoor sce-
nario where the scene is small-scale and the RGB-D data is
captured in high-resolution. Here we design a multi-modal

pipeline that leverages vision-language pre-training for un-
supervised open-set 3D perception in complex, sparse, and
occlusion-rich environments for autonomous driving.

Unsupervised 3D object detection. Unsupervised 3D
object detection from LiDAR data is largely under-
explored [7, 53, 49, 27, 35]. Dewan et al. [7] proposed a
model-free method to detect and track the visible part of
objects, by using the motion cues from LiDAR sequences.
However, this approach is incapable of generating amodal
bounding boxes which is essential for autonomous driv-
ing. Cen et al. [3] relied on a supervised detector to pro-
duce proposals of unknown categories. However, this ap-
proach requires full supervision to train the base detector
and has limited generalization capability to only semanti-
cally similar categories. Wong et al. [53] identified un-
known instances via supervised segmentation and cluster-
ing, which by design cannot generate amodal boxes from
partial observations. Most recently, Najibi et al. [35] devel-
oped an unsupervised auto meta labeling pipeline to gener-
ate pseudo labels for moving objects, which can be used to
train real-time 3D detection models. This approach fails to
provide semantics to detection boxes and ignores static ob-
jects, which limits its practical utility. Compared to all pre-
vious efforts, we realize open-vocabulary unsupervised 3D
detection for both static and moving objects, by leveraging
vision-language pre-training, and benchmark our system on
the realistic and challenging scenario of autonomous driv-
ing. While utilizing 2D vision-language models that may
have been pre-trained with human annotations, we avoid
the need for any additional 3D labels within our paradigm,
thereby creating a pragmatically unsupervised setting.

LiDAR 3D object detection. Most previous works fo-
cused on developing performant model architectures in the
fully supervised setting, without considering the generaliza-
tion capability to long-tail cases and unknown object types
that are prevalent in the dynamic real world. These methods
can be categorized into point based [42, 37, 55, 43, 34, 25],
voxelization based [8, 51, 45, 36, 54, 44, 62, 22, 52, 56, 58,
5, 29], perspective projection based [31, 2, 10], and feature
fusion [48, 6, 61, 14, 41]. Recent research also explore
transferring knowledge from image for 3D point cloud un-
derstanding [39, 28, 18, 4]. Our method is compatible with
any 3D detector, extending it to handle the open-set settings.

3. Method
We present UP-VL, a new approach for unsupervised

open-vocabulary 3D detection and tracking of traffic par-
ticipants. UP-VL advances the previous state-of-the-
art [35] which was limited to class-agnostic detection of
moving-only objects in two main directions: 1) It enables
class-aware open-set 3D detection by incorporating open-
vocabulary text queries at inference time, and 2) It is able
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed UP-VL framework. During training (left), our method taps into multi-modal inputs (LiDAR, camera,
text) and produces high-quality auto supervisions, via Unsupervised Multi-modal Auto Labeling, including 3D point-level features, 3D
object-level bounding boxes and tracklets. Our auto labels are then used to supervise a class-agnostic open-vocabulary 3D detector.
Besides, our 3D detector distills the features extracted from a pre-trained 2D vision-language model. At inference time (right), our trained
3D detector produces class-agnostic boxes and per-point features in the embedding space of the pre-trained vision-language model. We
then use the text encoder to map queries to the embedding space and compute the per-point similarity scores between the predicted feature
and the text embeddings (⊗ refers to cosine similarity). These per-point scores are then aggregated to assign semantic labels to boxes.

to detect objects in all motion states as opposed to moving-
only objects in the previous study. To achieve these goals,
we deploy a multi-modal approach and combine intrinsic
motion cues [35] available from the LiDAR sequences with
the semantics captured by a vision-language model [11]
trained on generic image-text pairs from the Internet. An
overview of our approach is shown in Figure 2. As illus-
trated on the left, our training pipeline involves two main
stages. First, our auto labeling method uses these mo-
tion and semantic cues to automatically label the raw sen-
sor data, yielding class-agnostic 3D bounding boxes and
tracklets as well as point-wise semantic features. Then, in
the second stage, we use these auto labels to train open-
vocabulary 3D perception models. The right side of the
figure illustrates our inference pipeline where given raw Li-
DAR point clouds, our detector is able to perform open-
vocabulary 3D detection given a set of text queries.

3.1. Background

The key challenges in unsupervised 3D perception are
twofold: 1) generating high-quality 3D amodal bounding
boxes and consistent tracklets for all open-set traffic par-
ticipants, and 2) inferring per-object semantics. Najibi et
al. [35] developed an auto labeling technique to address the
first challenge partially. Their approach focuses on moving
objects only. Specifically, their method takes LiDAR se-
quences as input, and removes ground points. It then breaks
down the scene into individual connected components (i.e.
point clusters). Next, it calculates local flow between pairs
of point clusters from two adjacent frames and retains only
clusters with speed above a predefined threshold. It then
tracks each cluster across frames and aggregates points to

obtain a more comprehensive view of the object, which en-
ables the derivation of a faithful 3D amodal bounding box.
Finally, the resulting 3D amodal boxes and tracklets can
serve as auto labels for training 3D perception models.

While the previous work [35] has shown promising re-
sults, it suffers from significant limitations: 1) it can only
deal with moving objects; and 2) it is unable to output se-
mantics. These limitations hinder its practical utility for
safety-critical applications such as autonomous driving.

3.2. Unsupervised Multi-modal Auto Labeling

In contrast to the traditional way of training a detection
model by presenting box geometries and closed-set seman-
tics, our unsupervised multi-modal auto labeling approach
produces box geometries and point-wise semantic feature
embeddings, where the former teaches the detector to local-
ize all traffic participants and the latter informs the model
to preserve certain types of objects based on the inference-
time text queries.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the auto labeling pipeline
and Algorithm 1 presents its details. Specifically, our sys-
tem leverages multiple modalities as input, namely camera
images, LiDAR point sequences, and natural language. It
also employs a pre-trained vision-language model [11] to
extract feature embeddings from images and texts, which
naturally complements the 3D depth information and mo-
tion cues with rich semantics, compared to [35]. We begin
by detailing the feature extraction process. We then describe
how we utilize the extracted vision-language information in
combination with the inherent motion cues from LiDAR se-
quences to generate auto labels in an unsupervised manner.
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Figure 3. Overview of our unsupervised multi-modal auto label-
ing approach. This pipeline first extracts vision-language and mo-
tion features from multiple modalities, then proposes, tracks and
completes bounding boxes of objects. The resulting pointwise VL
features, 3D bounding boxes and tracklets will serve as automatic
supervisions to train the perception model.

Feature Extraction
As the first step to our approach, we start by extract-

ing open-vocabulary features from all available cameras and
then transfer these 2D features to 3D LiDAR points us-
ing known sensor calibrations. Specifically, at each time
t, we have a set of images {Ikt ∈ RHk×Wk×3}t captured
by K cameras, where Hk and Wk are image dimensions
of the camera k. We also have a collection of point cloud,
{Pt ∈ RNt×3}, captured over time using LiDAR sensors.
Here, Nt denotes the number of points at time t. We use
a pre-trained open-vocabulary 2D image encoder E img to
extract the pixel-wise visual features for each image, de-
noted as {Vk

t ∈ RHk×Wk×D}, where D represents the
feature dimension. Next, we build the mapping between
3D LiDAR points and their corresponding image pixels us-
ing the camera and LiDAR calibration information. Once
this mapping is created, we can associate each 3D point
with its corresponding image feature vector. As a result,
we obtain vision-language features for all the 3D points as
Fvl

t ∈ RNt×D, where Nt is the number of points at time t.
Additionally, we leverage motion signals as another cru-

cial representation that can substantially aid in deducing the
concept of objectness for moving instances in the open-set
environment. Specifically, we employ the NSFP++ algo-
rithm [35] to compute the scene flow Fsf

t ∈ RNt×3 of
points at each time t, which is a set of flow vectors cor-
responding to each point in Pt.

Bounding Box Proposal Generation
At each time step, we generate initial bounding box pro-

posals {Bvis
t ∈ RMt×7} by clustering the points, whereMt

is the number of boxes at time t, and each box is parameter-
ized as (center x, center y, center z, length, width, height,

Algorithm 1 Unsupervised multi-modal auto labeling.
Input: A sequence of images across T frames for each of
the K cameras {Ikt }; a sequence of LiDAR point locations
{Pt}.
Requires: Cosine similarity threshold for background cat-
egories εbg; minimum scene flow magnitude εsf ; maximum
ratio of background points within a box rbg; a set of a prior
background categories Cbg; a pre-trained open-vocabulary
model with image encoder E img and text encoder Etxt.
Output: Amodal 3D bounding boxes {Bt} and their track
IDs {Tt}; point-wise open-vocabulary features {Fvl

t }.
Function:

1: for t = 1 to T do
2: {Vk

t } ← E img({Ikt }) . 2D VL features
3: Fvl

t ← Unprojection({Vk
t },Pt) . 3D VL features

4: if t 6= T then
5: Fsf

t ← NSFP++(Pt,Pt+1) . Scene flow
6: else
7: Fsf

t ← −NSFP++(Pt,Pt−1)

8: for i = 1 to Nt do
9: (Msf

t )i ← 1(‖(Fsf
t )i‖ ≥ εsf )

10: (Mbg
t )i ← 1(max

c∈Cbg

(Fvl
t )i·Etxt(c)

‖(Fvl
t )i‖‖Etxt(c)‖ ≥ ε

bg)

11: P̃t, F̃
sf
t ← Pt[M

sf
t ],Fsf

t [Msf
t ]

12: Bvis
t ← InitialBoxProposal(P̃t, F̃

sf
t ,M

bg
t ; rbg)

13: {Tt} ← Tracking({Bvis
t })

14: {Bt} ← AmodalBoxGeneration({Bvis
t }, {Tt}, {Pt)}

15: return {Bt}, {Tt}, {Fvl
t }

heading). Note that vis indicates that each box only covers
the visible portion of an object. To cluster each point, we
leverage a set of features which includes the point locations
Pt, scene flow Fsf

t , and the vision-language features Fvl
t .

We design our pipeline to flexibly generate auto labels
for objects in desired motion states. Given scene flow Fsf

t ,
we introduce a velocity threshold εsf to select points whose
speed is greater than or equal to the threshold (e.g., 1.0 m/s).
To capture objects in all motion states, we set εsf = 0.

One major challenge of auto labeling objects in all mo-
tion states is how to automatically distinguish traffic partici-
pants (e.g., vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) from irrelevant scene
elements (e.g., street, fence, etc.). We propose to leverage
an a priori list of background object categories to exclude
irrelevant scene elements from labeling. Specifically, we
use the text encoder, Etxt, from the pre-trained 2D vision-
language model [11], to encode each background category
name c into its feature embedding Etxt(c) ∈ RD. We fur-
ther define a per-point binary background mask, denoted as
Mbg

t ∈ {0, 1}Nt , that takes on a value of 1 if a point is
assigned to one of the a priori background categories, or
0 otherwise. See Algorithm 1 for the definition of Mbg

t ,
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where (·)i denotes the i-th row of a matrix and 1(·) repre-
sents the indicator function. We use this background mask
to mark scene elements which are not of interest.

We then proceed to cluster the point cloud into neigh-
boring regions using a spatio-temporal clustering algorithm,
modified from [35], followed by calculating the tightest
bounding box around each cluster. In addition to cluster-
ing points by their locations and motions, we also use Mbg

t

to eliminate bounding boxes which are likely to be back-
ground. To be precise, we discard any bounding box in
which the ratio of background points exceeds a threshold
of rbg (which is set to 99%). This process results in the ini-
tial set of bounding box proposals {Bvis

t }. Note that in this
step, the box dimensions are determined based on the visible
portion of each object, which can be significantly underes-
timated compared to the human labeled amodal box, due to
ubiquitous occlusions and sparsity.

Amodal Auto Labeling

In autonomous driving, perception downstream tasks de-
sire amodal boxes that encompass both the visible and oc-
cluded parts of the objects. To transform our visible-only
proposals to amodal auto labels, we follow [35] by adopt-
ing a tracking-by-detection paradigm with Kalman filter
state updates to link all proposals over time. We then per-
form shape registration for each object track of {Tt} us-
ing ICP [1]. Within each track, we leverage the intuition
that different viewpoints contain complementary informa-
tion and temporal aggregation of the registered points from
proposals would allow us to obtain a complete shape of the
object. Hence, we fit a new box to the aggregated points to
yield the amodal box. Finally, we undo the registration from
aggregated points to individual frames and replace the orig-
inal visible box proposal at each time step with the amodal
box, which produces auto labeled 3D boxes and the tracklet.

In practice, background point filtering, point cloud regis-
tration and temporal aggregation may contain noise, leading
to spurious boxes, e.g., tiny and sizable boxes and overlap-
ping boxes. We apply non-maximum suppression (NMS) to
clean the auto label boxes. This final set of unsupervised
amodal auto labels {Bt}, their track IDs {Tt}, together
with the extracted vision-language embeddings {Fvl

t }, are
then used to train open-vocabulary 3D object detection
model as described in Sec. 3.3.

3.3. Open-vocabulary 3D Object Detection

In this subsection, we describe how the unsupervised
auto labels, can be used to train a 3D object detector ca-
pable of localizing open-set objects and assigning open-
vocabulary semantics to them, all without using any 3D hu-
man annotations during training.

3.3.1 Model Architecture

Our design, as depicted in Figure 2, is based on decou-
pling object detection into class-agnostic object localization
and semantic label assignment. For class-agnostic bound-
ing box prediction, we add a branch to a 3D point cloud
encoder backbone to generate 3D bounding box center, di-
mensions, and heading. This branch accompanies a bi-
nary classification branch which outputs foreground / back-
ground class-agnostic per box objectness score. To super-
vise these two branches, we treat our unsupervised auto la-
bels (see Sec. 3.2) as ground-truth and add bounding box
regression and classification losses to our learning objec-
tive. We would like to highlight that our pipeline is inde-
pendent of a specific 3D point-cloud encoder [22, 61, 47]
and the detection paradigm (either anchor-based or anchor-
free detection). Here, we adopt an anchor-based PointPillar
backbone [22] with Huber loss for box residual regression
and Focal Loss [26] for objectness classification to have
a fair comparison with prior works [35]. Besides predict-
ing 3D bounding boxes, we also perform text query-based
open-vocabulary semantic assignment by distilling knowl-
edge from pre-trained 2D vision-language models using an
extra branch which is described in the next subsections.

3.3.2 Vision-Language Knowledge Distillation

Besides class agnostic bounding box generation, our 3D de-
tector pipeline also distills the semantic knowledge from
the per-point vision-language features provided by our auto
labeling pipeline (i.e. {Fvl

t }, introduced in the the vision-
language feature extraction in Sec. 3.2). In our method, we
directly distill these features, which as will be discussed
in the next subsection, unlocks text query-based open-
vocabulary category assignment at inference time. More
precisely, as shown in the left side of Figure 2, we add a new
linear branch to the model to predict per-point D dimen-
sional features (here D is the dimensionality of the vision-
language embedding space). As the input to this branch,
we scatter the computed voxelized features in our backbone
back into the points and concatenate them with the available
per-point input features (i.e. 3D point locations and LiDAR
intensity and elongation features). We then train the net-
work to predict the feature vector fvlp ∈ Fvl

t for any point p
visible in the camera images and add the following loss to
the training objective:

Ldistill(p) = CosineDist(yp, f
vl
p ) (1)

where yp is the distillation prediction by the model for point
p. This together with the bounding box regression and the
objectness classification losses (based on our auto labels as
discussed in Sec. 3.3.1) form our final training objective.
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3.3.3 Open-Vocabulary Inference

So far, we have introduced how to train a detector to simul-
taneously localize all objects in a class-angnostic manner
and predict vision-language features for all LiDAR points.
Here, we discuss how we assign open-vocabulary seman-
tics to the predicted boxes during inference. This process
is depicted in the right side of Figure 2. The pre-trained
2D vision language model [11] contains an image encoder
and a text encoder, which are jointly trained to map text and
image data to a shared embedding space. As described in
Sec. 3.3.2, we add a feature distillation branch that maps
3D input point clouds to the 2D image encoder embed-
ding space, which essentially bridges the gap between point
clouds and semantic text queries. As a result, at the infer-
ence time we can encode arbitrary open-vocabulary cate-
gories presented as text queries and compute their similar-
ities with the observed 3D points. This can be achieved
by computing the cosine similarity between the text query
embeddings and the vision-language features predicted by
our model for each 3D point. Finally, we assign open-
vocabulary categories to boxes based on majority voting.
Specifically, we associate each point the category with the
highest computed cosine similarity, and then assign to each
box the most common category of its enclosing points.

We would like to emphasize that our approach does not
need to process images at inference time, since we have
distilled image encoder features to the point cloud. There-
fore, the only added computation is a simple linear layer for
predicting per-point vision-language embeddings, which is
negligible compared to the rest of the detector architecture.

4. Experiments

Our UP-VL approach advances the previous state-of-
the-art in unsupervised 3D perception for autonomous driv-
ing [35] in two main important directions: 1) enabling open-
vocabulary category semantics and 2) detecting objects in
all motion states (as opposed to moving-only objects in the
previous study). In this section, we perform extensive eval-
uations with respect to each of these innovations. Note that
unsupervised open-set 3D detection is still at early stage in
the research community with few published works. There-
fore to fairly compare with the state-of-the-art [35], we per-
form our detection experiments first following the same set-
ting as [35] (i.e. detecting class-agnostic moving objects)
and then showcasing our new capabilities (i.e. detecting ob-
jects in any motion states with semantics).

Sec. 4.2 studies the performance of our system in the
class-agnostic setting. This allows us to compare our ap-
proach with the existing state-of-the-art method on de-
tecting moving-only objects, showing large improvements.
Sec. 4.3 moves the needle beyond the capability of the pre-
vious class-agnostic state-of-the-art methods and reports re-

Table 1. Comparison of the methods on class-agnostic unsuper-
vised 3D detection of moving objects. Top: Auto label boxes.
Bottom: Detection boxes.

Method Box Type 3D AP@0.4 3D AP@0.5
L1 L2 L1 L2

MI-UP [35] Auto labels 36.9 35.5 27.4 26.4
UP-VL (ours) 39.9 38.4 34.2 32.0

MI-UP [35] Detections 42.1 40.4 29.6 28.4
UP-VL (ours) 49.9 48.1 38.4 36.9

sults under open-vocabulary class-aware setting for detect-
ing moving-only objects (Sec. 4.3.1) and the most chal-
lenging setting of open-vocabulary detection of objects in
all motion states (Sec. 4.3.2). Finally, Sec. 4.4 reports the
open-set tracking quality of our auto labels and Sec. 4.5
presents qualitative results. See supplementary materials
for more ablation studies and error analyses.

4.1. Experimental Setting

We evaluate our framework using the challenging
Waymo Open Dataset (WOD) [46], which provides a large
collection of run segments captured by multi-modal sensors
in diverse environment conditions. To define moving-only
objects in Sec. 4.2, we follow [35] and apply a threshold of
1.0 m/s (i.e. εsf = 1.0). We set the cosine similarity thresh-
old for background categories at εbg = 0.02 to achieve best
performance in practice. The background categories Cbg

we exclude from auto labeling are “vegetation”, “road”,
“street”, “sky”, “tree”, “building”, “house”, “skyscaper”,
“wall”, “fence”, and “sidewalk”. The WOD [46] has
three common object categories, i.e. vehicle, pedestrian,
and cyclist. In the class-aware 3D detection experiments
(Sec. 4.3), we follow [35] and combine pedestrian and cy-
clist into one VRU (vulnerable road users) category, which
contains a similar number of labels as the vehicle category.
As in [35], we also train and evaluate the detectors on a
100m × 40m rectangular region around the ego vehicle.
We use the popular PointPillars detector [22] for all our
detection experiments and set an intersection over union,
IoU=0.4, for evaluations unless noted otherwise. Please re-
fer to Sec. 1 of supplementary materials for a more detailed
description of all experimental settings.

4.2. Class-agnostic Unsupervised 3D Detection of
Moving Objects

For fair comparison, we follow the same setting as [35]
and tailor our approach to class-agnostic moving-only 3D
detection. Specifically, we perform auto labeling as intro-
duced in 3.2 with speed threshold εsf = 1.0m/s and train a
class-agnostic detector with feature distillation as described
in 3.3.1. However, we disable text queries at inference time.
Note that [35] only considered detection of moving objects.
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We leave the study of more challenging settings to Sec. 4.3.
Table 1 shows our result and compares it with MI-

UP [35]. The top part of the table compares the auto la-
beling quality. The bottom part compares the detector per-
formance between our UP-VL approach and MI-UP. We use
the exact same detection backbone and hyper-parameters to
ensure a fair comparison. When evaluating at IoU=0.4 as
suggested by [35], UP-VL significantly outperforms MI-
UP, both in terms of the auto label as well as the detection
performance. To better demonstrate our improved auto la-
bel quality, we also evaluate with a higher localization cri-
terion at IoU=0.5, where our improvement becomes even
more pronounced. We should also point out that in both
methods, the final detection quality is superior to the auto
label quality. We hypothesize that this is due to the network
being able to learn a better objectness scoring function for
ranking as well as its ability to denoise the auto labels given
the inductive bias of the model [16].

4.3. Class-aware Unsupervised Open-vocabulary
3D Detection

In this section, we evaluate the capability of our UP-
VL pipeline in class-aware open-vocabulary 3D detection
of objects in different motion states. Please note that we
don’t use any 3D human annotations during training and
only use the available human labeled categories for evalua-
tion. Moreover, it should be noted that the previous state-of-
the-art [35], as a class-agnostic approach, falls short in this
new setting, making comparisons not possible. In all exper-
iments in this section, we assign labels to boxes by query-
ing category names as text at inference time in an open-
vocabulary fashion as described in Sec. 3.3.3 (see Sec. 1 of
supplementary for a detailed list of text queries used).

4.3.1 Moving-only Objects

Table 2 reports the class-aware open-vocabulary 3D detec-
tion results on the moving-only objects. Since [35] is no
longer applicable in this setting, we construct two baselines
for comparison: i.e. geometric clustering [35] which addi-
tionally uses our extracted scene flow features (Fsf

t ) and
its variant which leverages both the scene flow features and
the vision-language features (Fvl

t ). 3D point-wise seman-
tics for the baselines are extracted directly by projecting
the 2D image features of the pre-trained vision-language
model. We report per-category AP as well as the mAP of
these baselines in the top two rows of Table 2. The bot-
tom of the table presents the results for our unsupervised
auto labels and our final UP-VL detections. Our auto labels
and UP-VL detector both outperform baselines constructed
from prior approaches. As discussed in Sec. 3.3.2, unlike
the baselines that requires applying the image encoder to all
camera images at inference time, our detector directly pre-

dicts image features extracted by our auto labeling pipeline
for 3D point clouds and consequently is more efficient.

4.3.2 Objects in All Motion States

Finally in this section, we report results on the most chal-
lenging setting: unsupervised class-aware open-vocabulary
3D detection for all objects with arbitrary motion states.
Like Sec. 4.3.1, since [35] falls short in this setting, we
construct three clustering baselines using different combi-
nations of our features. More specifically, the first row only
uses point locations (Pt), the second row uses both point
locations and our vision-language features (Fvl

t ), and the
third row leverages all the features including our scene flow
features (Fsf

t ). As an ablation on the effectiveness of the in-
troduced feature distillation in UP-VL, we also add a base-
line called “Our detector w/o feature distillation”, where
we remove the distillation head and its loss from our de-
tector, and like the baselines in the first three rows, we di-
rectly project the vision-language features from camera im-
ages to the point cloud for semantic label assignment. As
summarized in Table 3, our auto labels significantly outper-
form other baselines listed in the first three rows. Moreover,
comparing the last two rows, we observe that the proposed
vision-language feature distillation leads to significant per-
formance improvement aross all metrics. For example, our
approach with feature distillation outperforms the counter-
part without distillation by more than 8 points in mAP.

4.4. Tracking

The UP-VL exhibits a high performance not only in de-
tection, but also in tracking - a critical task in autonomous
driving. We employ the motion-based tracker from [35],
and conduct experiments in the tracking-by-detection man-
ner. We evaluate tracking performance for moving objects
and compare our UP-VL detector trained with feature distil-
lation as outlined in Table 2 against two baselines: MI-UP
detector from Table 1 and another open-set baseline from
Table 2. To measure the effectiveness of our model, we
employ the widely used MOTA and MOTP metrics, both
in the class-agnostic and class-aware open-vocabulary set-
tings. Our experimental results (Table 4) demonstrate that
UP-VL outperforms both baselines by a significant margin.

4.5. Qualitative Results

Our UP-VL enables open-vocabulary detection of arbi-
trary object types beyond the few human annotated cate-
gories in the autonomous driving datasets. Figure 4 illus-
trates some examples. In each row, we present the cam-
era image on the right for readers’ reference. On the left,
we show the corresponding 3D point cloud and the pre-
dicted 3D bounding box by our model based on the open-
vocabulary text query provided at inference time.
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Table 2. Comparison of methods on unsupervised class-aware moving object detection. (*since semantics are not available, we report class
agnostic AP for the first row, given that vehicle and VRU contain similar number of samples.)

Method Representations Box type 3D AP mAPMotion Vision-Language Veh VRU

Clustering [35] X visible N/A N/A 32.4*
Clustering [35] + OpenSeg [11] X X visible 47.8 21.5 34.7

Our auto labels X X amodal 57.5 29.8 43.7
Our UP-VL detector w. feature distillation X X amodal 76.9 28.6 52.8

Table 3. Comparison of methods on unsupervised class-aware detection of objects in all motion states. (*since semantics are not available,
we report class-agnostic AP for the first row, given that vehicle and VRU contain similar number of samples.)

Method Representations Box type 3D AP mAPMotion Vision-Language Veh VRU

Clustering [35] visible N/A N/A 11.6*
Clustering [35] + OpenSeg [11] X visible 15.8 9.9 12.9
Clustering [35] + OpenSeg [11] X X visible 16.1 10.0 13.1

Our auto labels X X amodal 30.2 14.7 22.4
Our detector w/o feature distillation X X amodal 40.0 15.2 27.6

Our UP-VL detector w. feature distillation X X amodal 52.0 19.7 35.8

Table 4. Comparison of tracking methods for moving objects with
evaluations in class-agnostic (Cls. ag.) and class-aware settings.
“MI-UP-C” refers to class-agnostic MI-UP clustering approach,
which is unable to be evaluated in the class-aware setting.

Method MOTA (↑) / MOTP (↓)
Veh VRU Cls. ag.

MI-UP [35] N/A N/A 12.8/45.5

MI-UP-C [35] 39.6/37.4 13.5/53.7 22.8/43.4+ OpenSeg [11]

UP-VL detector 65.3/31.0 24.0/46.8 41.3/37.4

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we study the problem of unsupervised 3D
object detection and tracking in the context of autonomous
driving. We present a cost-efficient pipeline using multi-
sensor information and an off-the-shelf vision-language
model pre-trained on image-text pairs. Core to our approach
is a multi-modal auto labeling pipeline, capable of generat-
ing class-agnostic amodal box annotations, tracklets, and
per-point semantic features extracted from vision-language
models. By combining the semantic information and mo-
tion cues observed from the LiDAR point clouds, our auto
labeling pipeline can identify and track open-set traffic par-
ticipants based on the raw sensory inputs. We have evalu-
ated our auto labels by training a 3D open-vocabulary object
detection model on the Waymo Open Dataset without any
3D human annotations. Strong results have been demon-
strated on the task of open-vocabulary 3D detection with

categories specified during inference by text queries which
we believe opens up new directions towards more scalable
software stacks for autonomous driving.

“jeep”

“trash bin”

“traffic cone”

“jay walking”

Figure 4. Open-vocabulary detection of both static and moving
objects via user-provided text queries. Note that in the open-
vocabulary setting, the text queries of interested object types are
not given in either auto labeling or model training.
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